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Normally in the first issue of each year, we print a report of theNational Conference. But it was not possible to cover the EdinburghConference comprehensively in one issue. We print here as a singlearticle a reworking of the paper on AACR 2 given there by C.P.Ravilious.No apology is necessary for publishing at the earliest possible datea substantial consideration of a code of practice which will have agreat effect on most of us. An account of developments since itspublication last December will be contained in the next issue, togetherwith versions of other papers presented at Edinburgh.
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AACR 2 and its Implications for Music Cataloguing
C.P.Ravilious
Eleven years after the publication of the first edition of the Anglo-American cataloguing rules, a much-revised second edition has arrivedon the cataloguer's desk. Almost twice the length of its predecessor,AACR 2 is by any standard a substantial piece of bookmaking; whileits adoption by the British Library and - albeit with some reservationsby the Library of Congress makes it certain that, for the next decadeat least, it will be the most influential of extant cataloguing codes.But what lay behind the decision to revise? That developments incataloguing rendered AACR 1 at least partially obsolete? And mostimportant of all, what will be the effect of the adoption of AACR 2on cataloguing practice, particularly on the cataloguing of musicscores and sound recordings?
It would not be much of an over-simplification to answer all thesequestions in one word: standardisation. The most obvious measure ofstandardisation embodied in the new code is undoubtedly the abolitionof the distinction between British and North American texts, which wasso unhappy a feature of its predecessor (vestiges of the 'separatedevelopment' principle nevertheless remain, particularly whereterminology is concerned). More importantly the 'ghetto mentality' whichrelegated music scores and sound recordings to the 'non-book materials'section of AACR 1 has been replaced by a new egalitarianism. No longerdo the rules speak of books and non-books: in their place we are con.-cerned with a unitary class of documents, to each manifestation of whichbroadly similar principles of entry and description apply.
This last is the most general application of the principle of standard-isation to be discerned in the revised code: the new emphasis hasconditioned the 'deep structure' of the rules, informing equally theelementary distinction between description and access, and - within thedescriptive section- the subordination of the special to the general.Standardisation has also influenced the fabric and texture of individualrules: witness the degree to which the rules for entry now conformto the 'Paris Principles" (at several points a more marked degree ofconformity was achieved in AACR 1), or at the level of description thecontinuous and fruitful interaction between AACR 2 and IFLA's programmeof ISBDs. However, recognition of the validity of the principles onwhich the code is based should not prevent us from scrutinising individualprovisions in a spirit of constructive criticism. The very fact thatAACR 2 is demonstrably a superior code to its predecessor should fosteroptimism as to the value of informed comment on the present text,particularly in the light of the arrangements for continuous revisionwhich are currently being set 11D. This paper attempts such an analysisin respect of those parts of the code which bear upon the cataloguingof music.
The measures of standardisation already referred to would render nugatoryany attempt to discuss or apply the rules for musical works in isolation.Music cataloguers like any othergroup of specialists will need to con-sider the rules governing forms of names, presentation of titleinformation and a hundred other general topics. Consider, for example,rule 21.26, 'Spirit communications'. The equivalent rule in AACR 1provided, as devotees of such matters will know, that a work purporting
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to have emanated from a disembodied spirit should be entered under theheading for the human reporter of the communication. AACR 2 by contrastopts for entry under the heading for the spirit. The application ofall this to music cataloguing may not be apparent until the case of Mrs.Rosemary Brown, the London housewife who believes herself to be incontact with the spirits of dead composers, is remembered. At leastone of the works 'dictated' to Mrs. Brown has been recorded, and theresulting disc is presumably in the stock of at least a few recordlibraries. Clearly it only requires a record company to issue one ofMrs. Brown's effusions as in all good faith a posthumous work ofBeethoven, and AACR 2 cataloguers will be compelled to revise the master'sopus accordingly. (Incipient heart attacks will perhaps be prevented ifI add quickly that in such cases rule 22.14 prescribes the addition of'(Spirit)' to the heading.) The instance just cited demonstrates thaton occasion even a rule which seems to have no obvious bearing on thecataloguing of music will assume a surprising degree of relevance.
Despite what has been said above, the bulk of this paper will be devotedto the four major sections of AACR 2 in which material directly relevantto the needs of the music cataloguer will be found: chapter 21 ('Choiceof access points'), chapter 25 ('Uniform titles') and chapters 5 and 6which are concerned with the description of music scores and soundrecordings respectively. The topics selected for discussion will beapproached in this order, rather than in the order in which they arepresented in the rules themselves. For this reversion to AACR 1 practiceI can offer no excuse except the pragmatic one that the problems of entryseem to me to be more intricate - and perhaps more exacting - than thoseassociated with descriptive cataloguing, and that there is thereforesomething to be said for disposing of them first.
Headings for musical works
Chapter 21 ('Choice of access points') begins as chapter 1 of AACR 1 did,with a definition of authorship: 'A personal author is the person chieflyresponsible for the creation of the intellectual or artistic contentof a work' (21.1A1). Composers of music are once again cited asrepresentative examples of authors. However the present text has twonew features. One, to which we shall return a little later, is theprovision that 'in certain cases performers are the authors of soundrecordings , films and videorecordings'. The other is the emphasison personal authorship in the definition cited above. Authorship, atthis level of general principle, is a quality inhering in persons butnot in groups of persons.
The disappearance of the concept of corporate authorship from the newcode can be traced ultimately to the 'Paris Principles'. I ts  effectwill be to reduce substantially the number of publications receivingmain entry under the heading for an organisation. However thiscategory will not be eliminated altogether, since various sorts ofcommunication 'emanating from' a corporate body will still be enteredunder the name of the body (they include works of an administrativenature dealing *ith the internal affairs of the body as well as thosesetting out its policy on external issues) (21.1B2). The clause ofthis rule having the most immediate effect for music librarians is onewhich subsumes sound recordings within the category of works to beentered under the name of a corporate body in cases where they result'from the collective activity of a performing group as a whole wherethe responsibility of the group goes beyond that of mere performance,execution, etc.' Despite the carefully considered wording of thispassage, there can be no doubt that the entry of such works, most ofwhich will have'emanated from' various kinds of popular or rock group,under the heading for the group represents a reversion to the discarded
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concept of corporate ownership.
This inconsistency notwithstanding, the entry of popular music under thename of the group with which it is associated (at least where no oneindividual is credited with responsibility for the music and/or lyrics)seems likely to satisfy the criterion of 'soughtness' better than anyother procedure. Such difficulties as the new rule will createseem to be of two kinds. Firstly it may not always be easy to decidebetween the name of a group and the name of a personal author (TheBeatles of McCartney? T.Rex or Marc Bolan?): indeed a literal appli-cation of the rule might result in the entry of recordings of aleatoryor 'action' music under the name of the performing ensemble ratherthan under composer, on the grounds that the contribution of membersof the ensemble 'goes beyond that of mere performance'. Secondlycataloguers of popular music may be placed in a dilemma when confrontedby a well known hit number of group A recorded in its own characteristicstyle by group B. Are such works to be entered under the heading forthe first group, who established the essential features of the song,or under that for the second group, who are responsible for whateveris distinctive in the version in hand?
This question leads naturally to the next important subset of rules tobe considered, those relating to 'works of mixed responsibility', andin particular to those which exemplify the condition of being 'modifi-cations of other works': a  condition which is of frequent occurencein musical works of all kinds.
The general rule for works which are modifications of other works is toenter under the heading appropriate to the new work if either thenature and content of the original work or its medium of expression haschanged (21.9). A children's version of The pilgrim's progress isentered under the adapter because its nature and content have changed,despite the fact that the medium is still narrative prose (21.10): alithograph derived from an original oil painting is entered under thename of the person responsible for the lithograph (unless it wasphotochemically reproduced) because the medium of expression haschanged, despite the fact that the content of the work remains thesame (21.16).
Musical works (21.18) are treated in AACR 2 as one 'specific appli-cation' of this general rule, though as we shall see they might insome respects be more appropriately regarded as an exception to it. Aninitial distinction is made between 'arrangements, transcriptions,etc.' (the two terms being regarded as essentially synonymous) and'adaptations', the former being entered under the heading for theoriginal composer while the latter are entered under the adapter. Asa typical example of a transcription we are offered - as were AACR 1cataloguers - George J. Trinkhaus's transcription of Beethoven'sDivertimento,Op.12 No.2, entered under Beethoven (21.18B). While theoriginal composer is undoubtedly the sought heading in such cases, i tis a little difficult to determine in what respect the act of re-writinga musical work for 'a medium of performance different from that forwhich the work was originally intended' (AACR 2 Glossary) differsfrom that of adapting an art work from one medium of the graphic artsto another. I t  would perhaps have been better to treat musical worksof this kind as an acknowledged special case to which the generalprovisions of 21.9 do not apply.
With 21.18C, 'Adaptations', no such difficulty arises. A Dreliminarynote makes it clear that the category of adaptations embraces 'distinctalterations' such as free transcriptions, paraphrases and works likeBeethoven's Diabelli variations which are merely based on other music.All these are to be entered under the adapter, following the principle
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of entry under the author of the modification when the nature andcontent of the original work have changed.
While rule 21.18 as a whole is in the spirit of AACR 1, one importantchange should be noted. Whereas AACR 1 treated arrangements of folkmusic as an exception to the general rule for arrangements, AACR 2 makesno distinction between these and other kinds of arrangement or trans-cription. Thus Britten's or Canteloube's folk song arrangements wouldbe entered under title (in the absence of a known composer of theoriginal work) unless it were to be decided that they constituteadaptations rather than arrangements. This change is made the moreradical by an ' i f  in doubt' clause under which works not clearlyidentifiable as either arrangements or adaptations are to be enteredunder the heading appropriate to the original work.
Two special instances of mixed responsibility are to be noted at thispoint. The first is the pasticcio or ballad opera whose music consistsof previously existing ballads, songs, etc. by various composers(21.19B1). Whereas AACR 1 provided for such works to be entered underthe author of the words, AACR 2 with greater consistency opts forentry under title as the necessary corollary of the general principlethat musical works that include words are to be entered under theheading for the composer of the music (21.19A). The second specialinstance is the rule for musical works 'to which an instrumentalaccompaniment or additional parts have been added', which are to beentered under the heading for the original work (21.21). At firstsight this does not differ significantly from rule 230E of AACR 1, andthe same example (that of Bach's sonatas for solo violin with addedkeyboard accompaniment by Schumann) figures in both texts. What isnew to AACR 2 is the addition of the phrase '...or parts', whoseimplications may be relatively far reaching. An added accompanimentis of its essence a subsidiary element in a work, which may thereforeappropriately continue to be entered under the heading for the originalcomposer: an added part may alter the character of the work fundamentally,as with the Bach/Gounod Meditation. In the latter case entry underBach is patently inappropriate, and one can only hope that cataloguerswhen faced with such a work will invoke the general provisions of 21.9rather •than the specific instructions of 21.21 and will arrive at entryunder the later composer on the reasonable grounds that the additionalmaterial has 'substantially changed the nature ... of the original'.
Rule 21.23 deals with the entry of sound recordings, prompting theimmediate question: why a special rule for what are after all onlyscores in performance? The first part of the rule covers works byone person or body (corporate responsibility being 'smuggled in' underthe provisions of 21.1B). Entry procedures are the same as those forprinted music, except that added entries are to be made for up tothree 'principal performers', this last phrase being glossed as'singers, readers, orchestras, etc.', while a footnote makes the furtherpoint that 'principal' performers are to be interpreted as being'those given prominence (by wording or layout) in the chief sourceof information'. (This in its turn should be read in the light of thegeneral statement at 0.8 that 'the word prominently means that astatement to which it applies must be a formal statement found in oneof the prescribed sources of information'.) I t  is to be noted that thecriterion of 'prominence in the chief source of information' isconsistent with various other provisions of the code, for examplewith the treatment of texts with commentary (21.13) according to therelative emphasis given to each on the title page, rather than to thecataloguer's assessment of their respective importance in the publication.On the other hand an over-mechanical application of the rule could doharm in the numerous instances in which four or more principal per-formers are accorded equal prominence in the chief source of information:
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a typical example is supplied by a recording of Schubert's incidentalmusic to Rosamunde for which the chief source names the orchestra,chorus, contralto soloists and conductor, in that order and with equalprominence. Literal application of rule 21.23A would result in theprovision of one added entry only for the Concertgebouw Orchestra ofAmsterdam, when for purposes of retrieval the name of the conductor,Bernard Haitink, is of at least equal importance. Cataloguers willtherefore be well advised to read 21.23A-B in the light of the rulesfor added entries in general (21.29-30) and in particular in the lightof the recommendation to 'make an added entry under the heading forany.. .name that would provide an important access point' (21.30H).
With rule 21.23C we encounter the case of performer-as-author mentionedearlier. The rule is concerned with collections of works by severalcomposers for which the name of a performer is both the sole unifyingfactor and - in most instances - the sought heading. Entry in suchcases is to be under the heading for the principal performer or (moreusually) the first named of up to three principal performers. Hereagain there will be few difficulties in standard situations involvinga soloist with or without accompaniment: 'Great tenor arias', 'Heifetzencores', and the like. Where the rule seems likely to produceinconsistent results is firstly in the case of collections having morethan three principal performers, which will automatically be enteredunder the title (21.23D). I f  is perfectly possible for a disc with atitle like 'Great tenor arias' to give equal prominence in the chiefsource of information to the soloist, chorus, orchestra and conductor,despite the self-evident fact that the primary purpose of the issueis to display the talents of the solo vocalist. Undesirable resultswill also arise with certain recordings in the 'orchestral showpieces'category, where the principal source may feature a conductor ('The artof Eugene Ormandy') or the orchestra with which he is mainly associated('Philadelphia Orchestra gala') for reasons which have more to do withthe issuing company's idea of a marketable commodity tham with themusical contributions of the respective entities. Finally it is to benoted that while a collection published as a sound recording will beentered under the name of a performer, the same collection in printedform will be entered, following rule 21.7, under title. This will occurrelatively seldom in the case of music, but is bound to produce in-consistencies in catalogues which bring together spoken and printedversions of anthologies of literature. For all these reasons theauthors of the code might have been better advised to nrovide for entryunder title as the. most appropriate expedient for collections of allkinds
Uniform titles
The subject of uniform titles is one which bulks large in discussions ofmusic cataloguing. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly thestandard works of the concert repertoire tend to be known familiarlyby variant titles (The firebird/L'oiseau de feu, Trumpet voluntary in D/Prince of Denmark's march) and to be published under these titles.Secondly it is only a minority of works which have distinctive titleslike The firebird: many musical conpositions are identified merely bythe name of a musical form ('Symphony', 'Sonata', etc.) supplementedby statements of instrumentation, ordinal position among similar worksby the same composer, opus number and key. The number of alternativeways in which this information may be presented on a title page (or onthe label or sleeve of a disc) is of course very great. Correspondingly,music cataloguers need clear, consistent and detailed provisions forformulating uniform titles.
One of themore important structural revisions incorporated in AACR 2 isthat by which the rules governing uniform titles for music are presented

as part of a single chapter on uniform titles (chapter 25) rather thanas a sub-section of the rules for music. This is a logical change,and one which enables the relationship bewteen uniform titles for musicand other uniform titles to be grasped more clearly than in the past.
A first point to be made regarding chapter 25 concerns the options whichthe cataloguing agency may exercise in respect of its use of uniformtitles. As developed in a preliminary note (25.1) these amount to apermission to use or refrain from using uniform titles in the light ofsuch factors as the number of editions of a work held (or likely to beheld), the language in which it was originally published, and thenature of the clientele who will be accessing it via the catalogue.This is of course not the same as a permission to construct uniformtitles.to a pattern other than that prescribed in the rules (on the basisof using the best-known English title, for example). This last possi-bility is not explicitly mentioned in AACR 2 and it must be presumedthat it is not one which the authors of the code would condone.
The section of chapter 25 which is concerned with uniform titles formusic begins (25.26A) by confronting a problem glanced at above: thatof distinguishing works with distinctive titles (The banks of greenwillow; Variations on a theme of Frank Bridge) from those whose titleis no more than the name of a musical form. That this is not anacademic issue will be realised when the consequences of failing toresolve it adequately are considered. We might decide, for example,that any title including the name of a standard musical form should betreated as non-distinctive: following this criterion we should findourselves formulating uniform titles like 'Symphony, op.14' forBerlioz's Symphonie fantastique and 'Symphony, op.21' for Lab'sSymphonie espagnole in neither case to the advantage of catalogue users.On the other hand we might decide that whenever the title of a workas published included a distinctive form of appellation this should beadopted as the basis of the uniform title: such a rule would producenumerous entries with uniform titles-1ike Rhenish symphony, withdeleterious effects on the arrangement of works under the heading fora voluminous composer. As the last paragraph suggests, there is nostraightforward or universally applicable recipe for the construction ofuniform titles for music. AACR 2 begins by defining title as the nameof the work in its irreducible minimum, i.e. stripped Of such qualifiersas medium of performance, key, opus number and 'adjectives and epithetsnot part of the original title of the work'. This root designationis to be the basis of the uniform title: indeed if i t  is distinctive itwill actually be the uniform title. Only if the title as so definedconsists solely of the name of a type of composition will i t  benecessary to add details of instrumentation, etc.
While the formula described above will undoubtedly resolve many of thecataloguer's difficulties in this area, some nernlexities remain.For the most part these arise from the stress which is placed in therules on the 'original title of the work'. I t  is clear for example thatin the case of a work entitled Grandes etudes - and known to be sonamed by the composer - the adjective 'Grandes' is to be retained,as indeed is the adjective in Symphonie fantastique. However in manyinstances the determination of the original title of the work may callfor a considerable amount of research on the part of the cataloguer.There is, further, some undertainty in the rules as to the meaning ofthe term 'original title'. From an annotation given following theGrandes etudes example it might appear that it is only a title givento the work by its composer which is to be so designated, and thiswould receive support from the reference to 'the composer's originaltitle' at 25.27A. However rule 25.3B, the general rule for workscreated after 1500 and known by variant titles, prescribes use of'the title proper of the original edition'. Clearly the implicationsof adopting the latter reading of the term 'original title' rather than
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the former may be considerable; nor will the cataloguer's difficultiesnecessarily be resolved even when the choice is made. To determine thetitle under which a work was first published will frequently be harderthan to determine the composer's preferred way of referring to it.Finally the status of numerals appearing in the original title of awork is unclear. Among the various categories of terms which are notto be considered as forming part of the title as defined above are'numerals (unless they are an integral part of the title)', a formulawhich permits The seventh trumpet to be regarded as an acceptable uniformtitle while excluding the numerical portion of 12 sonatas or TroisiMenocturne. What is less clear is the precise meaning of 'integral'.'Seventh' is cenginly integral to the title The seventh trumpet in away which itroisieme' in the last example is not. Are we then to assumethat numerals not integral in the strict sense are to be excluded evenwhen part of the original title of the work? Or are they to be consideredin the same light as other'adjectives and epithets' - a numeral is afterall an adjective - and so included when encountered in an originaltitle such as Two English idylls? Common sense would suggest the latter,but if numerals are indeed to be regarded merely as a special class ofadjectival qualifier it is a little difficult to see why they shouldhave required individual mention.
The next important area of choice presented by uniform titles is that oflanguage. Where works whose titles consist solely of the name of atype of composition are concerned the preference (25.27B) is for anaccepted English form of name ('Quartets', 'Sonatas', etc.), given inthe plural unless the composer wrote only one work of the type. ('Etude','fantasia' and 'sinfonia concertante' are exceptions to the generalinstruction to anglicise.) Works with distinctive titles are lesseasily provided for, since in some cases a vernacular title has becomeestablished and in others not. There is also the consideration alreadymentioned, that owing to the international nature of music an editionof a work published in London, Paris or Dresden, and lettered accordingly,will be acceptable to performers whatever their native language. Forthese reasons a code which is seriously concerned with the problem ofstandardisation may be expected to approach the question of the languageof uniform titles with some degree of rigour.
Rule 25.27A, on the language of uniform titles for musical works withdistinctive titles, opts for the composer's original title unless alater title in the same language is better known. In neither case isthere an option to prefer a title in another language, even when thelanguage of the original title is little known. There is perhaps acertain illogicality in the admission of familiarity as a criterion forchoosing between versions of the title in the same language, as againstthe disregard of the same principle when different languages areinvolved. Libraries with a non-specialist clientele - more particuarlyrecord libraries - may well decide to transgress this rule, and withsome apparent justification. Among the general public a library whichinsisted on filing entries for well-known orchestral works underuniform titles like 'Haugtussa' (The mountain maid) and 7, ceskych luhua haju' (From Bohemia's woods ad fields) would soon become a bywordfor pedantry.
Having established the basic structure of uniform titles for musicalworks and the language in which they are to be presented, the rulesproceed to specify the elements needed to order a file of entries forworks in the same musical form. These additions to the 'title' (asdefined above) cover medium of performance (25.29), serial, opus orthematic index numbers (25.31A2-4), and key (25.31A5). (The omissionfrom the list of soubriquets such as 'Eroica' may occasion surprise.)Little of this calls for detailed comment, but it may be appropriate to

register relief that the internal contradiction between rules 235 and237A2 of AACR 1 has at last been resolved. AACR 2's placing of key asthe final element in a standard uniform title is clearly the logicalchoice, i f  only from the point of view of establishing a consistentfiling order.
On rule 25.29 ('Medium of performance') only one comment needs to bemade. I t  concerns terminology, the treatment of which reads at certainpoints like an unhappy attempt to be all things to all men. Not onlyare assorted terms such as 'cello or violoncello'. 'cor anglais orEnglish horn' offered as alternatives, with no indication that thesepairings represent British and North American usage respectively (andany reader who grasps that the second term in each pair is standardAmerican will receive a check on meeting 'kettle drums or tympani' afew lines further on), but in a few cases - notably in respect of theplural form of 'woodwinds', 'brasses', etc. - the North American formis all that is offered. Particularly to be regretted from a Britishpoint of view is the consistent useof 'violoncello' in the examples.
Only one other part of chapter 25 requires comment. This is the section(25.32) dealing with the construction of uniform titles for parts ofa musical work. The procedure in such cases - they include individualarias from operas, single movements from suites, overtures, etc. -is to give the title of the whole work followed by the designation ofthe part:

[Aida. Celeste Aida]
The problem here is one of definition. AACR 1 helpIully denominatedsuch parts of works as 'excerpts', thereby distinguishing them from theindividual units within a loosely organised series of works such as anovel sequence. AACR 2 plainly intends to make the same distinction,since early in chapter 25 there is a rule (25.6A1) dealing with'separately catalogued' parts of a work and providing for uniform titlesbased on the title of the part, the examples including such parts ofworks as J.R.R.Tolkien's The two towers and Proust's Du cbte de chezSwann. I t  seems reasonable to suppose that one opera from the Ring cycle,or one tone poem from a sequence such as Smetana's Ma vlast ought tobe treated in the same way: however a footnote to rule 25.6 refersthe cataloguer to rule 25.32 for instructions on uniform titles forparts of musical works, and at 25.32, as we have seen, the only partson view are those which AACR 1 would have termed excerpts. I t  willtake a fairly clear-eyed cataloguer to perceive that despite the footnoteto rule 25.6 and the reference to 'separately published parts of amusical work' (rather than excerpts) which stands at the head of 25.32,the spirit of the rules does not really require the uniform title for,say, Lohengrin to be based on the title of the cycle of which it formsone part.
Description
In the description of library materials very different principles areinvolved from those which condition the choice and form of headings orof uniform titles. The topics mentioned so far bear upon access, andso upon the expectations with which the catalogue user approaches a fileof entries and the means bywhich these expectations may be satisfied.At this level what is important is that the potential user should findthe appropriate entries, not that the headings chosen should accuratelymirror any particular statement on the title page of the publication.However once an appropriate record has been accessed other criteriabecome relevant. I s  the descriptive information presented in the recordsufficient in quantity - and sufficiently germane to the catalogue user'sneeds - to enable the item to which it relates to be accurately identifiedand its relevance assessed? Is it entirely clear - if it is a scorewhich is in question - that the entry relates to a particular edition
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with known characteristics (instrumentation, format, language of text,etc.)? I f  a recording, are the performers sufficiently identified, thetechnical aspects of the item sufficiently clear for a user to be inno doubt as to its compatability with the equipment on which it is to beplayed? Questions like these continually exercise the mind of thedescriptive cataloguer, who will quite rightly assess the value of anycode of cataloguing rules according to the degree to which it facilitatesaccurate and economical description of the materials with which it deals.
As we have seen, AACR 2 is a generalising code. Thus while the uniquecharacteristics of particular materials are not neglected, greaterstress is placed on what they have in common. As a minimum all materialsare assumed to have (or to be capable of being supplied with) a titleand a date of issue: most are provided - normally on a readily identified'chief source of information' - with statements relative to theirauthorship ('statements of responsibility'), the agency responsiblefor issuing them, and sometimes the series of publications to which theybelong. All these data are, wherever possible, to be transcribed fromthe item. Only in the 'physical description area' (or collation) and infootnotes is the onus of formulating the terms in which statements areto be presented in the catalogue record placed on the cataloguer.
This rather general statement is a necessary preliminary to any discussionof AACR 2's rules for the descriptive cataloguing of music, which restunashamedly on the 'title page principle' and on the conviction thatthe best way of securing both standardisation and utility in cataloguedescriptions is to derive the more important descriptive statements fromeither the title page or a specified alternative. This is not yet anorthodoxy among music cataloguers, who tend to point to the lack ofstandardisation in the bibliographic apparatus of both scores and soundrecordings as a factor militating against the successful implementationof a system based on transcription. As recently as 1966 indeed, in hisuseful Organizing music in libraries (a new edition of which is understoodto be in preparation), Brian Redfern questioned the value of title pagetranscription as a basis for descriptive cataloguing per se.
Having noted the existence of this 'great divide', and registered onwhich side of it AACR 2 stands, we can proceed to a consideration ofsome specific provisions of chapter 5 ('Music') and chapter 6 ('Soundrecordings'). A logical place to begin, since it establishes ground rulesfor much of what follows, is the section on 'sources of information'which appears among the preliminary rules of both chapters.
Where music scores are concerned, the most obvious bibliographic featureunique to the genre is the occasional appearance of 'list title pages',title pages which list several works of which only one appears in thepublication. Not all cataloguing codes advert to this very characteristicproblem (the draft ISBD for printed music (1979) does not, for example)but in AACR 2 it is both mentioned and provided for, via a recommendation(5.0B1) to 'use as the chief source of information whichever of the "list"title page, the cover, or the caption furnishes the fullest information'.A similar pragmatism informs the treatment of a related difficulty, thefact that music scores, particularly those in sheet format, may not havea single chief source of information. The recommended approach tocases where information cannot be taken from a title page is to take itfrom the caption, cover, colophon or other Oeliminaries, in that order.
Sound recording typically pose problems similar to the one just analysed,and often in a moke acute form. (The following comments refer directlyonly to discs and cassettes, but there is no reason to suppose that otherforms of sound recording are more =enable to treatment.) Essentialdescriptive data may appear on a label - more usually labels - affixed tothe disc or cassette itself, on a sleeve or album (in the case of a disc)

or on an inlay card (in the case of a cassette), on an outer box orcontainer which may house either one or several physical items, orfinally on a separate sheet or pamphlet of descriptive notes. Thesources mentioned above are frequently at odds with one another over evensuch basic questions as the title of the publication: alternativelyone source (usually the sleeve or inlay card) will car-y a collectivetitle while another (the disc or cassette label) displays only a listof works. While it is generally the case that the label has most ofthe characteristics of a title page, exceptions are common. A currenttrend among manufacturers of cassettes seems to be to supPly minimalinformation on the label, supplementing this with a note directing thereader elsewhere: 'See box for details', or 'See inlay card for details'.
AACR 2 responds to this situation in fairly Draconian style, prescribingthe label (or labels) as the chief source of information for theall-important title and responsibility statements and thereby making itinevitable that descriptions formulated in conformity with its provisionswill contain a plethora of square brackets (6.0B1). I t  is perhapsunfortunate that the principle of selecting as the chief source ofinformation whichever source 'furnishes the fullest information',which we have already encountered in the case of 'list title pages',could not have been invoked here, or at the least that label and con-tainer (including inlay card in the case of a cassette) could not havebeen accorded equivalence of status.
Rules 5.1C and 6.1C are concerned with the 'general material designation',a new concept in AACR cataloguing. This optional element is intended tofurnish the catalogue user with an early indication of the broad classof material to which the item belongs, a function which is clearly ofsome importance in integrated catalogues. Rather than rehearsing thearguments for and against the 'early warning' material designation -'Music' or 'Sound recording' as the case may be - i t  will perhaps besufficient here to note that no special instruction is given to cover thoseinstances in which, following rule 25.31B3, the term 'vocal score' or'chorus score' has been added to the uniform title. In  these circumstancesit would appear to be a work of supererogation further to designate theitem as 'music', and one would therefore expect libraries to exercisethe option of omitting the general material designation from such recordseven if their general policy is to include it.
The treatment of statements of responsibility in respect of musical worksposes no distinct problems except in the case of performance statementsfor sound recordings. AACR 2 prescribes that such statements are tobe transcribed in area 1 ('Title and statements of responsibility') only'if the participation of the person(s) or body (bodies) named.... goesbeyond that of performance, execution, or interpretation of a work (asis commonly the case with "popular",rock, and jazz music)' (6.1F1):otherwise they are to appear in the note area. There are several reasonsfor thinking that this exclusion of 'standard' performance statements fromarea 1 may be a retrogressive one. Firstly, even in the most practicalterms the borderline between creation and performance is frequentlyindeterminate: who is to decide whether the 'participation' of a rockband is such as to transcend 'performance' in the narrow sense (or,to cite an example of another kind altogether, whether the singing of aFlorence Foster Jenkins is not so destructive of the works nominallyperformed as to qualify inder the same rubric)? Secondly, from thestandpoint of pure aesthetics there is no such things as a 'neutral'performance: the performer can never be a transparent medium, and thisfact might just as well be recognised in the structure of catalogueentries. (The status of the performer is in fact close to that of thetranslator of a text, and modern cataloguing codes - including AACR 2 -are at one in regarding it as inappropriate to relegate the contributionsof translators to a footnote.) Thirdly, for most users of sound
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recordings the name of the principal performer is - after the title ofthe work and the name of the composer - the most important single factabout the item. Data of such importance should appear as 'high' aspossible in the entry. Finally, relegation of performers to the notearea consorts somewhat oddly with the decision already noted, that insome instances entry is to be under the name of a principal performer(21.23C). On this issue the two halves of the code appear to be pullingin diametrically opposed directions. For all these reasons it wouldseem preferable to regard performance statements as one sub-categoryof statements of responsibility, and in harmony with this principleto transcribe at least the more important of them in area 1.
In conclusion brief notes regarding three somewhat miscellaneoustopics arising in the description of music scores may be in order.

1. Parallel titles (5.1D) are handled by the same procedures asapply to ther classes of publication. There is in other words norecognition in AACR 2 that the prevalence of such titles might causemusic scores (and possibly sound recordings as well) to be regardedas a special case. Nor is there any reference to the phenomenon ofpartial parallelism, where one part of a title (e.g. the name of amusical form such as 'concerto' or 'sonata') appears in one languageonly while other statements (key, instrumentation, etc.) are given inmore than one language.
2. Edition statements also (5.2) are treated on lines which differin no essential respect from those developed in the 'General rulesfor description' (chapter 1). A deep-seated ambiguity of suchstatements is therefore left unresolved, namely the lack of distinctionbetween edition statements signifying that a work has gassed throughtwo or more musically distinct versions (Stravinsky's Firebird suite)and those indicating that a single work has appeared in distinctbibliographic editions. This problem is not unique to music, but itis one which arises with particular force in the case of musical works,as the example of a 'revised edition' of Mozart's Piano concerto, K.414,appended to rule 5.2C1 makes clear. There is no implication here thatMozart himself was responsible for this 'rev. ed.'. On the otherhand 'revised 1947 version', which AACR 2 terms (see 1.2B3) wou'dconstitute an edition statement, denotes (when attached to a scoreof Petrushka) that this is Stravinsky's own revision of his originalwork. The problem outlined here is a difficult one, and AACR 2 isnot alone in having failed to resolve it: successive ISBDs haveapproached edition statements in very much the same manner.
3. Provision for the recording of plate numbers is made in the notearea (5.7B19). This prescription is at variance with the equivalentprovision of the draft ISBD for printed music, in which such numbersare given in area 8. I t  is however in harmony with the general AACR 2principle that the first element of area 8 should be reserved forinternational standard numbers.

The American Musicological Society and the Music Library Association'sTranslation Center holds unpublished translations of various musicologicalworks. A list was printed in Notes, 35/1 (Sept.1978) p57-60. i t  isnot clear from the publicity whether the Center is prepared to loanoutside the USA. Further information is available from AMS/MLATranslation Center, Music Department, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn,NY 11210, USA.

NEW EDITIONS
Yorke Edition
In the last issue, I  mentioned some specialist Publishers who producedexcellent editions of particular repertoires, mostly in the Early Musicarea. But the other opportunity for such enterprises is that of individualinstruments; Rodney Slatford has probably been the pathfinder here, withhis Yorke Editions, which has been issuing music for double bass for thelast ten years. He has built up a catalogue containing a nice mixtureof new works and of "classics" for the instrument, all very well produced.The two Dittersdorf concertos, both in D, appear in one volume (YE 0059,£12.00) in accurate texts without the alterations of the pre-war Schottversions. In  fact, to describe them as being in D is to beg some questions,since they are normally considered to be in E flat and E. The solo parts,however, were notated in D, so to avoid having a scordatura tuning,Slatford has transposed the accompaniment. The publication i s  for doublebass and piano, but score and parts are available on hire. This pitchproblem does not arise in the Sinfonia Concertante for viola and doublebass (YE 0058, £4.50).
Dragonetti is probably the most famous double bass player; a few of hiscompositions are published in the series, though to adopt as title "thefamous solo in E minor" suggests an unawareness of the problems of billingor cataloguing. How is one supposed to put it on a concert programme:"Solo in E minor: the famous"? Does it have a more precise identification?Similarly, Nicolo Porpora's "Aria" needs further specification (YE 0047,£0.65). More information is given in the volumes that have appeared sofar of the complete Bottesini for double bass, but in vol.1 (YE 0049,£6.00) players asked to provide programme notes would have welcomedidentification of the themes in the Rossini Fantasia. Are the Telemann"Sonatas in canon" really for two bass instruments; the source I know,'-the English print of c.1746 - isn't, but there might be another that is:it would be nice to be told.
It is excellent that Yorke Edition has encouraged compositions for othercombinations than the normal double bass and piano. The Rossini duet forcello and bass was an early success (YE 0001, £2.00). I  was amused bya piece for 4 basses by Daryl Runswick called "Suite and lowu(YE 0050,£4.50), and the comic touch also appears in a fairy-tale "Little sadsound" by Alan Ridout and David Delve (YE 0061) for narrator and solodouble bass. More seriously, there is David Ellis' Sonata for unaccom-panied double bass (YE 0051, 0.85), a fine work probably known tomore players than any similar piece thanks to being the set work at lastyear's Isle of Man double bass jamboree.
Yorke Editions offers a subscription scheme for all new editions, whichI recommend to larger libraries; smaller ones should stock at least the"classics" I have mentioned.
Piano Music Discoveries
Two items arrived from A.A.Kalmus in February with a covering letterdrawing attention to "important new publications of piano music". Onecertainly is: three new "Images" by Debussy (Presser, £2.80), which theeditor has entitled "Images (oubliees)". They date from Winter, 1894,so are far from being student works. The second piece, a Sarabande, waspublished in a journal in 1896, and appeared in revised form in "Pourle piano"; the other two are now published for the first time. Whilenot showing thacomposer at his most striking, they are very characterfulpieces, and one can only welcome such a finely-produced publication.
But what can one say about "the most dramatic musical discovery of the
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age"? (I quote from both cover and title-page.) Has someone found a lostBeethoven sonata? An early work of Brahms that escaped destruction?No - nothing so dramatic: just two early versions of Chopin's Grandevalse brilliante, op.18, and the Waltz in G flat, op.70/1 (listed on thetitle page in the opposite order from that in which they are printed).The overkill in the publicity does the publication a disservice, sincewhile they are not as important as proclaimed, they are in fact of verygreat interest; i t  is fascinating to trace the changes from one versionto another. The contrast between the early versions and the finalpublication is, however, obscured by the printing of a standard, late-19thcentury version instead of a proper edition based on authentic sources,so that the gulf between the drafts and the works as we know them ismade larger than it really is. The editor makes some useful, and someexaggerated remarks in his comparisons. The volume also contains muchillustrative matter. The facsimiles of the manuscripts are mostimportant - indeed, the rest of the volume is not really needed; butdo we really want to see the editor holding Chopin's vest, or playinga piano in the garden of George Sand's house (with a caption spellingher Georges Sands), or, even funnier, playing a piano in a field (onecannot resist wondering whether he can have been playing a Nocturne inA Flat Field)? What is of value in this publication is obscured by therepulsive presentation, and the price is excessive (£6.30), i f  onebears in mind how much is sheer publicity for the editor/pianist (whomI have avoided naming). But, alas, it's worth buying for thefacsimiles.
Bach? Telemann?
That the so-called "Kleines Magnificat", BWV Anh 21, is not by J.S.Bachwas proved pretty conclusively by Hudson and Durr in Music & Letters 36,1955, 0233-6. Two editions of it have appeared under Bach's name, oneby E. Paccagnella (De Santis, 1958), the other by D.Hellmann (Hinssler,1961). Both include complete facsimiles of the Leningrad manuscript;the De Santis edition has the more legible facsimile, but the Hanssleris the better edition. But now an edition has anneared under the nameof Telemann, in the series "Vocale muziek met instrumentale begeleidunguit de bel canto tijd" no.8 (Broekmans en Van Ponnel/A.A.Kalmus,£5.25 for score and parts). Unfortunately, the reason for the ascriptionis not properly documented; i t  seems that a manuscript in Telemann'shand has turned up, dated 1708; this edition, however, appears stillto be based on the Leningrad manuscript, so has no further authorityin sorting out some of the editorial problems, e.g. what instrumentsshould play in the last movement. The Hinssler edition tries toincorporate the flute, silent since the first movement, while the newedition, more plausibly, has violins alone; at  least, i t  is printedin both violin parts (though in the violin II part, i t  is out of order)in spite of the singular "Violino" in the score. The manuscrint hasno separate instruction for the instrumentation of the movement, whichfollows the previous one without a gap; the implication is that theinstrumentation should be the same, "All unisono", which probably justrefers to 2 violins without the flute. So, one wonders, why botherto publish again a work that is already available in a reasonably goodedition, without having first done the necessary research and adducedthe full evidence for the new attribution, and without checking thenew manuscript? Is the Telemann ascription and date reliable? (1708strikes me as a bit early for a traverso.) But, whoever wrote it, it'san attractive work, well worth performing.
Oxford Madrigals
"The Oxford Book of English Madrigals" (OUP, E3.50) is in theformat as "The Oxford Book of Tudor Anthems" mentioned in theissue. The differing nature of the source material, however,

samelastcauses
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difference in the editorial techniques used. In particular, the factthat the madrigal repertoire was originally printed (and the prints arefairly accurate) diminishes the difficulty in preparing an accuratetext, and the need for a detailed description of a variety of source-readings. In  this collection, fresh transcriptions have been made fromthe original sources by Andrew Parker; this seems to have been donewell. He preserves original pitch in all except a few high madrigalswhich have, sensibly, benn transposed down a tone. (Unlike church pitch,the secular pitch of the period seems not to have been very differentfrom ours.) The relationship between duple and triple time is  clearlyshown. The modern time-signture of 2/2, though, obscures a cleardistinction between madrigalsooriginally headed by C and those icii--(t;although the modern conductorl will want to beat both types with two ina bar, the C signature definitely suggests more crotchet movement.Luckily, the original is shown in the preliminary staves.
An idiosyncratic device is used in the transcription of words addedaccording to "bis" marks (the sign "ij" used to indicate a repeat ofthe previous section of text), since these are printed in parentheses,to distinguish them from other editorial additions of text, which areshown in the usual way by italics. I  find this very confusing; i t  ishard not to sing the bracketed sections as genuinely parenthetical,almost as echo effects. I t  would seem at first sight, that in almostall cases the supplying of the repeated text is so obvious that itwas unnecessary to indicate it. But sometimes this edition presents adifferent underlay from that familiar from the Fellowes editions. TheOxford version always literally repeats the previous words, and makesbetter sense than Fellowes' more varied interpretations; so it isnecessary that the reason for the discrepancy be obvious in the text,in spite of the slight inconvenience to the singer. But the attemptto invent a new convention doesn't work.
The selection was made by Philip Ledger (it's rather unfair to AndrewParker that only Ledger's name appears on the title page). I t  includesa fair sampling of the major composers, with some items by lesser ones;unlike some collections, no attempt seems to have been made to avoidthe popular items, so most users will find plenty of their favouriteshere. Only one work not otherwise available is included: Robert Ramsey'srich "Sleep, fleshly birth". Although there is obviously an overlapwith any other madrigal anthology one might have, i t  is considerablyless than expected, so prospective buyers should not be put off by thatconsideration. Philip Ledger's other contribution is the addition ofdynamics (sometimes too fussy, particularly some superfluous echoes)and suggestions for manner of performance. He has very ingeniouslythought up a different heading for each work: "mournfully", "ardently","crisply", "playfully", etc. An entertaining party game would be tolabel 60 people with these descriptions, and 60 people with themadrigal titles, and get them to pair off, to see how many agree withLedger's characterisations. Like the dynamics, they do seem unnecessary.
The 60 madrigals are for all combinations of voices, from 3 to 6 parts.It is a pity that nowhere there is a list of contents specifying thevocal distribution. Ranges are given at the beginning of each madrigal.The order is roughly (though not exactly - why?) alphabetical by firstline; this speeds finding items, though I would myself preferarrangement by composer. Apart from a few disguised consort songs,all the items fit under the broad category of madrigal. None of thefour-part versions of lute-songs are included; a selection of thosewould make an excellent companion volume. And may we hope for asimilar collection of Italian madrigals? I  thoroughly recommend thatall libraries which keep vocal sets order some conies.

Clifford Bartlett
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1. B. Bismantova, Compendio musicale, 1677 £7.50
2. G.B.Granata, Capricci armonici, Bologna 1646 £6.75
3. G.Frescobaldi, Toccate e partite...libro primo, Roma 1637 £7.75
4. G.Frescobaldi,Il secondo libro di toccate, Roma 1637 £7.75
5. G.B.Fontana, Sonate a 1, 2, 3, Venezia 1641 £13.50
6. S.Molinaro, Intauolatura di liuto, Venezia 1599 £11.25
7. B.Marini, Affetti musicali, Venezia 1617 £11.75
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FACSIMILES
Archivum Musicum
A recent addition to the early music facsimile business is "Lo Studioper Edizioni Scelte" with its series "Archivum Musicum" of 16-18thcentury publications (and a few manuscripts), issued at fairly lowprices bound in pretty coloured paper. The half-a-dozen items I haveseen are excellent value, well reproduced and with brief, but pertinent,introductions. The two volumes of Frescobaldi's Toccatas, 1637, willbe of widest interest, since the modern edition cannot match thebeauty of the original. I t  really is worth trying to play from theoriginal notation; the extra lines on the stave take some getting usedto, but the sinuous lines of Frescobaldi's semiquavers ane the generallayout of the parts seem so much more musical than the correctBarenreiter engraving. The publishers of the facsimile have, mostintelligently, included the variant versions from the pre-1637 editions(which were regrettably omitted from Pidoux's Barenreiter edition,though are included in Corpus of Early Keyboard Music vol.30/3). Theoriginal prefaces also differ; the facsimile reproduces the 1615 and1637 versions, and a transcription of the similar 1616 preface is alsoincluded. There is, incidentally, an interesting interpretation ofthese prefaces by Christopher Hogwood in "Italian Music and theFitzwilliam".
An important collection of early violin music is Fontana's Sonatas,posthumously published in 1641 in a not very accurately printed set ofpart-books. The first six, for violin and continuo, are well known,and the modern edition by Cerha (Diletto Musicale 13-15) is fine; hehas also edited nos 9,10 and 12 (for violin, bassoon and continuo;DM 409-411). But the other pieces, for two violins and bassoon, plusone for three violins, are otherwise unavailable. S.P.E.S. haveincluded in their first batch the first of G.B.Granata's series ofguitar collections, "Capricci Armonici", 1646. This is worth buying,apart from any interest in the music itself, as an example of thehybrid notation for guitar, mixing tablature with alphabetical chordsymbols. Molinaro's "Intavolatura di liuto" is a typical collectionof dances, fantasias and arrangements of vocal pieces, essential forany library patronised by lutenists. Bismatova's "Compendio musicale",1677, is a manuscript introduction to music, quite elementary, butuseful because of the dearth of published Italian instruction booksfrom the period.
The catalogue S.P.E.S. has issued lists many enticing titles as proposed;I hope that sales are high enough to encourage them to continue theirprogramme as quickly as possible.
Garland Operas
Garland's publishing activities in the operatic field should be known toall readers. Over half of "Italian Opera, 1640-1770" has now appeared,and the first batch of "Early Romantic Opera" has recently arrived.While both ,series are most welcome, there are certain aspects ofpresentation that have not adequately been attended to. One lack is alist of characters; another is a list of sections, scenes, arias(whatever is appropriate to the individual work); it is a great pitythat neither have been added. A full list of the orchestration wouldhave saved our library hours of work; we will be including this informationin the forthcoming BBC Orchestral Catalogue. In the later series, oneexpected rather more bibliographical information about the editionsreproduced; when they were published, do they relate to a particularperformance, are they accurate? And finally, those of us who would

like to arrange the series together on our shelves (particularly theearlier series) are hampered by the fact that the volume numbers arenot visible on the scores. Let's hope that the forthcoming Symphonyseries considers matters of this sort.
Clifford Bartlett

Inter-American Music Review is a new journal, edited (and largely written)by the indefatigable Robert Stevenson. The first issue (Vol.1/1, Fall1978) contains various reviews (including, most usefully, reviews ofdissertations), and has three substantial articles; two of these arearchival studies of music in the cathedrals of Caracas, Venezuela andSan Juan, Puerto Rico; the remaining one is "Schubert in America:first publications and performances". Of particular interest arelengthy excerpts from a review of a translated version of "The Elf King"comparing it unfavourably with Callcott's setting. America recognizedSchubert quite early; the Great C major Symphony was performed in NewYork as early as January 1851, and remained popular until the Unfinishedreplaced it. An opera, too, was performed: Die Verschworenen, in 1863,with an Englsih-language vocal score published 20 years later. Theselling agent is Theodore Front Musical Literature, 155 North SanVincente Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California, 90211, USA.

ARCH IVUM MUSICUM Facsimiles

The above volumes are now in stock. Write for a complete list to
BRIAN JORDAN, 60 Princedale Road, London W11 4NL.Tel: 01-229 8676
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REVIEWS
Harold ROSENTHAL and T h e  concise Oxford dictionary of Opera.John WARRACK: S e c o n d  edition. Oxford U.P., 1979. 561p £6.95
The first edition has been a handy source of operatic information since1964. This new edition covers the growth in repertoire since then -both new operas and revivals of old ones - and a new generation ofperformers. There is an enormous range of operatic subjects included -composers, librettists, performers, producers, operas, characters,arias, countries, towns, institutions, opera houses, etc. Al l  userswill, inevitably, find gaps; I  was surprised, for instance, to findan entry for "Flower Song" but none for "Jewel Song" or "Prize Song"."Jonathan Miller" appears, but not "Kent Opera" or "Roger Norrington".There are some mistakes; why was so much fuss made of Vivaldi lastyear if he was born in 1675? There are also some misprints; Monteverdi's"Orfeo" was performed in 1607, not 1670, and Susanna Cibber's maidenname was "Arne".
An annoying fault is the inadequacy of the cross-referencing. Althoughit is stated that * is used to refer to related articles, this is notoften enough done. Returning to Mrs Cibber, she appears under theentry for her brother with but one sentence of information, but noindication that she has a fuller entry under her married name; the fullerentry, however, omits one piece of information given in the shorterentry. I f  one looks up a composer, there is nothing to show which ofthe operas mentioned have separate entries. The editors are toooptimistic in assuming that the readers will know foreign titles. Thereis a brief entry under "Impresario", but nothing to say that Mozart'sopera is described under its German title; and the general reader ismuch more likely to seek "The Journey to Rheims" than "Ii Viaggio a Reims".
Alphabeticization is also a slight problem. "La manna morta" is underL, "Les mamelles de Tiresias" is under M. So, is the rule, "Ignore thearticle in French, but not in Italian"? But French names (LeMaure) andL' (L'amour...) are an exception, as is "La Calunnia". So, is therea rule? While it is right to put Ralph Vaughan Williams under V, i tis wrong to put Peter Maxwell Davies under M.
All opera-lovers, however, will need to keep this new edition withineasy reach, and library copies are sure to be well-used.

Clifford Bartlett
Frederick NEUMANN: Ornamentation in baroque and post-baroque music,with special emphasis on J.S.Bach.Princeton U.P., 1978 630p £31.30
This is an important book. There has been a tendency for the "Authentic"approach to baroque ornamentation to be based on a few axioms toorigidly followed. Our chief guide has been C.P.E.Bach, who, in spiteof the freedom of his compositions, was rather a rigid pedagogue. I tis now clear that he is not the best guide to the ornamentationpractice of his father; but ideas deriving from him and his contemporariesstill influence our reactions when playing earlier music. The mostimportant thing to learn from Neumann's study is that an understandingof J.S.Bach's ornamentation must come from study of late 17th centuryand very early 18th century practice.
This is also a dangerous book. I t  is a polemic, rather than a fully-balanced study. He makes, for instance, a strong case for thepossibility of trills starting on the main note; but turning to Bach's
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music, I  have found remarkably few places where I would wish to takeadvantage of the possibility. For the reader accustomed to the upper-note rule, Neumann's suggestion of a wider range of possibilitiesis valuable; but for the old-fashioned performer (and teachers arestill turning out keyboard players who don't know about the upper-noterule), the emphasis is all wrong. Luckily, such readers are unlikelyto embark upon so lengthy a tome.
Some of Neumann's ideas have been published over the last 15 years, andthere has been considerable criticism; no doubt much more will follow.It is important that "orthodox" ideas be frequently questioned, andNeumann has performed a valuable task in questioning many of ourassumptions. Whether all his points can be maintained or not, mostplayers will find that, having read the book, they will be much freerin their interpretation of ornaments.
The strength of the book is its careful chronological and nationaldistinction between the various ornamental traditions. A very largenumber of theorists and ornamentation tables have been examined, sothat the danger of taking an unrepresentative source too seriouslyis minimized. Neumann is also skilful at selecting written-outexamples from actual compositions, though he is unable in a book ofthis nature to discuss an ornament in the context of the completemovement, which is essential \tor considering e.g. the length of anappogiatura. He concentrates‘bhiefly on the smaller ornaments (thosenotatable by symbols), though there is a good chapter on vibrato.Less is said about free ornamentation; the comments he makes, however,are helpful. He avoids the matter of rhythmic interpretation -overdotting, inegalite, etc - on which he has published a variety ofcontroversial articles. There is a convenient glossary of terms andsymbols, and a good index. The book is finely produced, though tiringon the arm if one isn't reading it at a desk.

Clifford Bartlett
Franz SCHUBERT: Thematisches Verzeichnis seiner Werke in chronologischerFolge, von Otto Erich Deutsch. Neuausgabe in DeutscherSprache bearbeitet und herausgegeben von der Editions-leitung der Neuen Schubert-Ausgabe und Werner Aderhold(Neue Ausgabe samtlicher Werke, Serie VIII: SupplementBand 4)Barenreiter, 1978 712p £69.30
The need for a revision of Deutsch's Schubert catalogue has been felt forsome time. The 1940s were hardly the best years for internationalcollaboration, but it was remarkable how much information Deutsch managedto acquire about sources around the world. Chronologically arrangedcatalogues present particular problems to a revisor; should theaccepted numeration system be disrupted to achieve a more correctchronology? Unlike the revisers of Michel, the revisers of Deutschhave retained the original numbers, and merely corrected the dates(inserting cross-references under the newly-discovered dates). Butbeware of using the catalogue as a way of finding out what Schubert wasworking on at any particular time, since works are entered under thedate of the first version, and cross-references are not normally givenunder dates'of revisions. Moreover, the references given in DI forcompletion dates of longer works are omitted from D2. There are afew changes of numeration, mostly caused by linking different versionsof the same song under one number, so not likely to cause muchconfusion. But Schubert's last song, Die Taubenpost, is now separatedfrom Schwanengesang, with its own number 956A. The three Harfenspielersongs, DI478-480, have been put together under D2478, with the order
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of Schubert's :Publication restored. There has been a certain amountof movement between the main sequence and the final section of undatedworks (D966-998). A few minor entries have vanished; where, for instance,is D1573A?
The most obvious improvement is in the presentation of the thematicincipits. In  D1, these consisted of a single melodic line only; songshad no accompaniment nor introduction, so that there was no resemblancebetween the incipit for Death and the Maiden and the slow movement ofthe D minor quartet. D2 quotes both the introduction and the vocalincipit, and squashes is as much of the texture as possible; wherenecessary, two staves are used; each movement is included, though inmultisectional works Dlis sometimes more generous (e.g. D48). Thenumber of bars is stated. The information preceding the incipit isroughly the same as in D1: author of text, date of composition andreference to the Collected Works. D2 gives greater prominence to theoriginal opus number than some might have expected, though with theUse of opus number for ordering songs in the new Collected Works thisshould not surprise us too much.The new, as well as the old CollectedWorks are cited; this may cause some frustration, since with therate of progress customary with such enterprises, some of the editionsmentioned are not likely to appear this century.
The subject of the correct titles of Schubert's songs was raised byMaurice Brown in a posthumous article published in The Musical Times,April 1976, p310-312, based on hisexperience in preparing thecatalogue of Schubert's songs for Grove 6. Some of his points are notpicked up in D2, e.g. the title of D707 should be Die zUrnende Diana, notDer zarnenden Diana, which is the poet's later title, unknown toSchubert. Perhaps the catalogue should state the authority for thetitles it selects.
The new edition is vastly superior in the information it gives on theautographs, early manuscripts and first editions. I t  does, however,omit some modern first editions; D1993/D22E is readily available inDas Musikwerk/Anthology of Music 43, p88, and various works, e.g.D327, 453 and 875A, have been published in completed versions byR.v.Hoorickx. The bibliographies, too, are more substantial, thoughsome references that the English-speaking reader might have founduseful are dropped - Tovey's note on the Wanderer Fantasy, for instance(Essays IV, p70), which, though written for the Liszt version, is"based on the original text without reference to Liszt's arrangement".His essay on Viola, D787, is noted only with its original publication,not the more accessible version in Essays... Chamber music, p137.
Dubious works are given a numerical sequence in Appendix I, witharrangements of other composers' works in App.II and Schubert's copiesof other works in App.III. D2's indices are more convenient thanthose of D1: i t  is no longer necessary to know whether one is dealingwith a title or first line when looking up a song. Some entries inDi's index are lost, though, such as the titles of literary worksfrom which songs are derived.
This revised edition is obviously essential for any well-equippedmusic library. But such libraries will already have received a conywith their subscription to thenew Collected Works. More problematicis whether it is better for the smaller library to pay so much moneyfor a catalogue when they could, for only another £100, buy thecomplete works in miniature score, and make do with their copy of theoriginal edition (which in 1951 cost 45/-) or the Kalmus reprint ofit. Some librarians will feel that accuracy of information shouldbe paramount, others that the music itself should come first,depending on the use to which their collections are predominantly put.All the reviewer can say is, i f  you can afford the new edition, buy it.

Clifford Bartlett
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Deryck COOKE: I  saw the World End: a study of Wagner's RingO.U.P. 1979 360p £6.50 (paperback £3.95)
The WAGNER COMPANION, ed i ted by Peter Burbidge and Richard SuttonFaber & Faber, 1979 462p £12.50 (paperback £6.95)
The title of Deryck Cooke's book, alas, is untrue; because of theauthor's untimely death two and a half years ago this book covers onlya small part of the projected whole, and does not manage to reachThe Twilight of the Gods. What we have here are some preliminary chapters,which point out the inadequacies of the standard English-languagecommentaries on The Ring - G.B.Shaw, Newman and Donington; some generalremarks on the sources of the story; and a detailed discussion of thelibrettos of The Rheingold and The Valkyrie. So only half of the intendedvolume one is here, and nothing of volume two, dealing with the music.Had the whole work been written, and had the standard of what survivesbeen maintained (and there is no reason to doubt it), this would havebeen a study really worthy of its subject. Some valuable musical commentsdo appear, particularly in a section discussing the dangers of thestandard list of Leitmotive (which very word he questions); in  particular,he suspects that the incorrect labelling by Wolzogen of Freia's "love"theme as "flight motive" was responsible for much misunderstanding of theoverall theme of conflict between power and Rive. As he says in hischapter "Wagner's musical language" in The Wagner Companion, "Understandingand appreciation of Wagner's music have been largely bedevilled andobscured by a misguided obsession with his so-called 'system of leading-motives' ".
The bulk of the book is a detailed survey of how the composer worked atthe German and Scandinavian historical and mythological materialavailable to him to produce a myth suitable for his purposes, and by anexamination of his manipulation of it, discover what these purposes were.The immense skill which Wagner showed to shape this chaotic and frag-mentary material into a coherent and meaningful whole is clearlyshown.Close attention to detail of the text enables the author to expound whatWagner's myth actually is (something that summaries of the operas donot always exactly elucidate), and what he intended it to signify.There is a danger that a study concentrating on the text will fail toallow for the effect the presence of music has upon the text. No doubt,had the work been completed, any such imbalance would have been takencare of in Volume II; but as it stands, Cooke's description of TheRheingold does not square exactly with the musical experience. TheValhalla theme, for instance (so-called by Wagner, though from itsappearance in scene 2 it obviously refers more generally to the worldof the Gods), adds a nobility to the gods that is barely evident fromthe text; and our reaction to the destruction of Valhalla at the end ofThe Twilight of the Gods probably depends more on our musical reactionto that theme than our recollection of the Gods' inadequacies in TheRheingold. While Cooke makes a strong case for the comparison betweenAlberich and Wotan, he does not allow for the fact that we see Alberichsteal the Ring on-stage, while Wotan's visit to the Well of Wisdom ismerely described. The comparison is valid, but i t  makes it easier forWagner to present Wotan as a more complicated character than Alberich.
Fragmentary though it be, this book adds much to one's understandingof The Ring, and we must be grateful that publication was possible. Thereare a few aspects which the publisher's editor should have tidied up.The translator of the auotation from Opera and Drama on page 1 i s  notnamed, for instance, nor is  an exact reference given; and thebibliography is a mess. But in general I find it refreshing to read awork of considerable erudition that does not need a battery of footnotesto support each idea. While acknowledgement is given to others when itis due, the book gives very strongly the impression of one highly
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intelligent, sensitive and musical person relating directily to a greatmasterpiece, and writing from the depth of his experience.
How good a writer Deryck Cooke was is shown by comparison with one ofthe most significant chapters in The Wagner Companion, that by MichaelTanner on "The total work of art". In  principle, i t  was a very good ideato get a literary critic who is enthusiastic about Wagner (at least,that is what I deduce from the chapter) to contribute on such a topic -a lot of writing on opera seems rather naive in comparison with modernliterary criticism. But it is a great pity that he could not leave hisLeavisite apparatus behind; most people reading the book will not beaware of, or if they are, may not be sympathetic to, the use of D.H.Lawrence as a source and yardstick for all ideas on life and art. I t ' sa fascinating chapter, full of insights, but more difficult to read thanit need be.
The Wagner Companion is a most useful collection of essays coveringsignificant aspects of Wagner's works. I t  is organized by topic, ratherthan having chapters devoted to specific works. Section I, "backgroundstudies", gets off to a bad start with the long-demolished theory thatWagner's putative father, Ludwig Geyer, was a Jew - in fact, he was oneof a succession of church organists. But that is not typical. Thissection has chapters on the German intellectual background, the literarybackground, and the musical background. Section II, "The dramatist andthe musicians", begins with a short chapter on "Wagner the dramatist"by Richard David, continues with two lengthy chapters already mentionedby Michael Tanner and Deryck Cooke, and concludes with "The method ofcomposition" by Robert Bailey. Section III contains chapters on Wagneras a writer, Wagner and his critics, and Bayreuth. The bibliographicaldetails of Wagner's works are odd, but otherwise the select bibliographyis convenient, particularly since this is a book that will frequentlybe read by those unfamiliar with the vast quantity of literature onWagner.
There is no doubt that even-the smallest library with a collection ofbooks on music should buy both these books; but we should hope that somereaders will also buy their own copies, sinceboth are, commendably,available in paperback form.

Clifford Bartlett
Peter EVANS: The music of Benjamin BrittenDent, 1979 564p £15.00
Britten's music has managed to avoid the customary posthumous declinein reputation; but in spite of his general popularity, there has beenlittle serious analytic writing about his music in recent years.With his move from Boosey & Hawkes to Faber Music, the valuable seriesof introductory articles to new works in Tempo ended, and the books onhis operas by Eric Walter White and Patricia Howard, while offeringsome insight, leave a lot unsaid. In  fact, the only other comprehensivestudy of his music, D Mitchell & H. Keller: Benjamin Britten: acommentary on his works from a group of specialists (1952), appearedonly half-way through his working life. This large new book, whilecovering Britten's whole output, lays particular emphasis on the laterworks, so valuably complements that earlier, enthusiastic, idiosyncraticand perceptive survey.
Evans avoids the blow-by-blow commentary approach, and concentrates onthe melodic and harmonic relationships by which each work is organised.He is thus not writing the sort of account that will persuade the readerto go and listen to an unknown work, or prepare him for the listeningexperience. But I find what he has to say about the works which I knowfascinating. He invariably takes features which I have noticed, but

pursues them further, and finds illuminating links that escaped myattention. I  was particularly interested in his description of harmonicstructure; perhaps because my auditory approach is melodic rather thanharmonic, I learnt much of the composer's skill in this area that I wasunaware of before. I  can pay this book the compliment that it has sentme back to the music with keener ears and eyes.
My only disappointment is the way it ends: i t  just stops with Death inVenice. I  expected some sort of general stylistic comment. I  know thatit is difficult to write that sort of thing, and much of what could havebeen said has already been said in discussions of individual works. Butthere are certain stylistic traits that require mention, e.g. thebuilding up of a phrase to end in a strong triad, which works marvellouslyfor the lovers' reconciliation in A Midsummer-Night's Dream, but else-where seems a cliche. At a particular period of his life, Britten seemeddetermined that the structure of his larger works be clear and systematic,often on a twelve-note basis (The Turn of the Screw, Cantata Academica,A Midsummer-Night's Dream), but broke away from this with Curlew River,where the unifying features are melodic. This, and other more generalpatterns, would have benefitted from separate comment. And how is itthat an excerpt of a Britten work is usually so readily identifiable?
So while this book does not say everything (and its chapters on the operasconcentrate more on musical than dramatic aspects), i t  must be highlyrecommended as a most intelligent and musically sensitive study.

Clifford Bartlett
Warren CRAIG: Sweet and Lowdown: America's popular song writersMetuchen, N.J. and London, The Scarecrow Press, 1978645p 08.75
It is true, I  think, that writers and composers of popular songs tend,apart from a few giants, to be quite unknown, or at least overshadowedby the performers of their works. Warren Craig argues in his prefacethat this is unfair, and he has compiled this book in order to revealmore clearly the writers' and composers' talents.
The format is alphabetical (writers and composers in one sequence) butdivided by era: Before Tin Pan Alley (i.e. up to about 1880); Tin PanAlley (i.e. up to about 1930); After Tin Pan Alley. Under each entrythere are brief biographical details, then a year-by-year listing ofpopular songs with an indication of what show or film (if any) they werewritten for. Indexes of song titles, productions and artists linkall together.
In his fairly lengthy introduction the author provides an apologia forthe compilation of this volume as well as listing his criteria forinclusion. The apologia includes some fairly severe criticisms (andcorrections) to similar compilations by authors familiar to most musiclibrarians (Sigmund Spaeth, Julius Mattfeld, Jack Burton, David Ewen,Roger Kinkle). One's expectations are however dampened somewhat bythe ingenious disclaimer that the present book "may still contain some(errors) which were undetected because this author's suspicions werenot aroused". Further doubts were raised on looking at Appendix B"Sources of data", to be greeted by a brief bibliography listing mostof those heavily criticised works and the statement "The research forSweet and Lowdown is based on the following fifteen volumes". One worklisted in this appendix and not criticised in the introduction is NatShapiro's excellent Popular Music (5 vols). A check on song titlesbeginning with the letter A showed that nearly all the titles werecommon to both works. The question of how original this compilation is,must remain an open one considering that no research into the files of
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performing or recording rights organisations or the Library of Congressholdings was made, and no mention is made of the copyright registrationprocesses which might have yielded more information (see James FuldWorld Famous Music). Neither thismain bibliography .or a supplementaryone makes mention of some useful works in this field: Patricia HavlicePopular Song Index; Allen Woll Songs from Hollywood Musicals; Alex WilderAmerican Popular Song: the Great Innovators 1900-1950 or the BritishDirectory of Popular Music 1900-1965 by Leslie Lowe. So that despiteCraig's valuable corrections, doubt must be cast on the depth of hisresearch.
Further doubts are raised by his criteria for inclusion. "For the purposesof Sweet and Lowdown, popular songs are qualified as those which soldsizeable quantities of sheet music or individual (single) phonographrecords". Thus hugely popular songs such as "The rain in Spain" (MyFair Lady) or "If I were a rich man" (Fiddler on the roof) escape inclusionbecause they do not meet the criteria. An additional criterion is thatonly the most successful songwriters are included. Exactly what thecomputer had in mind by 'successful' is not clear - "the number of theirpopular songs did not meettbe arbitrary standards set for their period..."At all events Richard Adler (Pyjama Game), Leroy Anderson, LeonardBernstein (West Side Story), Cy Coleman (Sweet Charity), Vernon Duke(April in Paris), George Forrest (Kismet), W.C.Handy, Lerner and Loewe(My Fair Lady), Henry Mancini and Stephen Sondheim come most readily tomind of those who are omitted. How then can this book replace the workof Nat Shapiro?
Further, the compiler's claim to reveal both the writers' and composers'talents takes a sharp knock when we realise that only through the indexis it possible to put together the lyricist and composer of particularsongs, as -no mention of, say, the writer is made under entries for acomposer. Indeed if only one of the partners in the creation of a songmeets the strange criteria listed above it become impossible toidentify the other partner. Thus we learn that Richard Whiting composed"On the good ship Lollipop" for the film Bright Eyes in 1934, but we haveto go elsewhere to find out who wrote the words (actually Sidney Clare).
So altogether not recommended unless you want the corrections to otherbooks listed in the introduction. Julian Hodgson

Early Music News started nearly two years ago as a personal project byMichael Proctor. From April 1979 it has appeared in a new format (amore convenient one for librarians to keep, though less easy to displayon a notice baord). I t  contains a diary of Early Music concerts, mostlyin the London area, but including details of festivals and courseselsewhere; a guide to the month's broadcasts; short articles onforthcoming events; reviews of recent editions (contributed by CliffordBartlett). Circulated with the News are separate leaflets forforthcoming concerts - various organizations use this as a substitutefor running individual mailing lists. I t  is available at £2.50 (for10 issues a year) from The Early Music Centre, 62 Princedale Road,London W11 4NL.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Pendragon Press have recently reprinted two standard works. Carl Parrish:The notation of medieval music ($18.00) was first published in 1957,slightly revised in 1959, and is reissued unchanged, apart from alaudatory introduction. The Gustave Reese Festschrift, Aspects ofMedieval and renaissance music, edited by Jan LaRue ($45.00) has beencorrected from the annotations in Reese's own copy. The long "Indexof Festschriften" by Walter Gerboth has been omitted, since a revisionis already available separately; but the list of Reese's publications hasbeen updated, and an index added (though not an entirely exhaustive one).While Festschriften are not everyone's ideal bedside reading, I  rememberthe fascination with which I dipped into this volume when it was firstpublished. I  have used it continually since, so strongly recommend itto any musicologically-orientated library that missed it.
Lute, vihuela, guitar to 1800: a bibliography by David B Lyons (DetroitStudies in Music Bibliography; Information Coordinators, $12.50) is ingeneral an excellent guide, and a useful supplement to the extensivebibliography in the RISM lute-music volume, B VII, which appeared atroughly the same time. I t  suffers from over-classification in itsarrangement, particularly in separating reviews from the works reviewed,but is otherwise a most convenient compilation.
Carlo d'Ordonez, 1734-1786: a thematic catalogue by,Peter A Brown(Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography, 39; Information Coordinators,$15.50) gives a conspectus of one of those composers whose works arementioned in historical surveys but rarely performed. In additionto all the information one normally expects in such a catalogue, anappendix gives tracings of datable watermarks, and samples of the handsof copyists, which should be of great help to others working in thisfield. It.should be noted that the author states that no contemporarysources spells Ordonez with a tilde over the N, or adds an S to givethe usual Spanish form of "Carlos".
Havergal Brian's Gothic Symphony: two studies, by Harold Truscott andPaul Rapoport (Havergal Brian Society, 33 Coopers Road, Little Heath,Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 1JQ. £6.95) will be a useful companion to nextyear's performance of this controversial work. The two analyses arenicely complementary, and the composer's 1938 account of how he cameto write the work is appended. Owners of the score should note Rapoport'scomments on its accuracy; and the doubt as to the exact forces requiredfor performance is interesting. Writers on music should avoid phraseslike "thrust out as an ejaculation" (p22).
Stravinsky by Roman Vlad, translated from the Italian by Frederick Fuller,has appeared in a third edition (Oxford U.P., £5.95), completing hisaccount of the composer's oeuvre. Detailed consideration is particularlygiven to the later, serial works, ending with an appendix "Stravinskyand Schoenberg". Some of the early works receive a fairly curt, programmenote style, treatment, but with a rather different tone and emphasisthan that which an English author would naturally adopt. There is notthe wealth of factual detail of Eric Walter White's indispensible book,but this perhaps brings us closer to the music.
Arbeitsbericht zur Herstellung des 3.Akts der Oper LuZu von Alban Bergby Friedrich Cerha (Universal, £3.90) is an exception to the generalrule that critical commentaries appear long after the publication ofthe editions which they complete, since Act III of Lulu is not yet onthe market. This pamphlet explains what exists of Berg's composition,and what the editor had to do, with a list of emendments, etc. I  hopeit will soon be followed by the complete vocal score. (The hire copy Ihave seen - a touched-up version of the vocal score prepared by Erwin
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Stein 40 years ago - has a translation by Arthur Jacobs added; i t  wouldbe most useful if the published version were to include that, since Isuspect that one reason for the greater popularity of Wozzeck amongEnglish musicians might be the availability of that opera with a trans-lation in the score.)
Qrchesterkatalog zeitgenOssischer Komponisten is issued by theOsterreichischer Komponistenbund, and contains details of orchestralworks by Austrian composers writing since 1945. Information givenincludes movement headings, duration, orchestration, date of premiereand publisher. The original publication covers works up to the endof 1976; but the two volumes are in loose-leaf form, and one supplementaryset of pages has already appeared. I  hope that the system for sendingout further supplements works effectively.
Studying music in the Federal Republic of Germany: music, music education,Musicology (revised editions, Schott, 1978. £3.60) is edited by EgonKraus for the German Music Council. I t  presents an up-to-date list ofmusico-educational institutions in West Germany, with addresses, listsof subjects and teachers; there is also an introduction and generalsurvey. I t  should be available at all institutions with students whowish to study in Germany; i t  is also interesting for the information itgives on German musical education in general. The text is in English.
Choose your instrument: a beginner's guide to making music (Gollancz,£2.95) contains chapters on various instruments; the editor, JeremyMontagu, writes on brass, percussion, early music and music from othercountries, while other specialists write on strings, woodwind andkeyboard. I t  is intended to encourage and advise children thinking oftaking up an instrument, and written in a direct, simple manner (thoughthe more intelligent child might feel he was being written down to).One should probably have started the violin by the time one is oldenough to read the book. Nevertheless, a most useful book for parentsand musical children.
The art of singing: a compendium of thoughts on singing publishedbetween 1777 and 1927 by Brent Jeffrey Monahan (Scarecrow Press, $12.50)is a digest of writings about singing, arranged by topic, with introductionand an annotated bibliography. One may feel that the author'smethodology is a bit heavy-handed, but the survey is of great interest -and not just to show how little agreement there has ever been amongsinging teachers!
Playing the string game: strategies for teaching cello and strings byPhyllis Young (University of Texas Press, £10.50 cloth, £7.00 paper) isa marvellous book, perhaps too systematic in its exhilarating gamesmanshipfor every teacher to swallow whole, but full of ideas for lively teaching.The technique behind it is musically sound,too. The illustrations bySally Blakemore make their point with simple humour.
The Viola: complete guide for teachers and students by Henry Barrettappears in a second edition, revised and enlarged (University of AlabamaPress, $17.95). Beginning with a graded list of compositions, i t  haschapters on technique, and a 100-page list of repertoire. Both areavailable from American University Publishers Group, 1 Gower Street,London WC1E 6HA. Clifford Bartlett

Now again available:BUCEM
British Union Catalogue of Early Music

First published in 1957 by Butterworths (at a cost of 121), this two-volume setis an indispensable bibliography for early British printed music. The remainingfew sets of sheets of this edition have now been bound up for us, and, oncesold, the edition will be totally out of print.
LIMITED STOCKS 2 volume set £25.00

Blackwell's Music Shop, 38 Holywell Street, Oxford, OX1 3SWTelephone 49111 Telex 83118Telegrams Books Oxford Telex

HOLST and BRITTEN
GUSTAV HOLSTCollected Facsimile Edition Vol. III THE PLANETS, Op. 32The manuscript reproduced here shows the work as it was firstperformed in 1918, three years before the first published edition.There is an important introduction by lmogen Hoist, detaileddescription of the various handwritings and a textual collationdetailing the differences between the manuscript and the printededitions. A handsome, cased volume, 256 pp, 356x264 mm. £25.00.
GUSTAV HOLSTTHE PLANETS full score (new edition)The definitive edition, prepared in the light of work on the manuscriptfor the publication of the facsimile (see above), with an introduction bylmogen Hoist. Limp binding £15.00. Casebound 00.00.
BENJAMIN BRITTENDEATH IN VENICE Full Scorefor publication summer 1979
BENJAMIN BRITTENPAUL BUNYAN Vocal score£12.00.
Faber Music, 3 Queen Square, London WC1N 3 AU



J. S. Bach Life 'Times • Influence
Edited by Barbara Schwendowius and Wolfgang Domling
Foreword by Andreas HolschneiderEditors' Note
Central and Northern Germany at the Time of Johann Sebastian BachLudwig Finscher: Political and Social ConditionsWalter Blankenburg: Religious and Cultural LifeHarald Keller: Architecture and the Visual Arts
Johann Sebastian Bach — Life and WorkChristoph Wolff: The FamilyChristoph Wolff: Events of his Life and CareerChristoph Wolff: Employers and PatronsHans-Giinter Klein: Predecessors and ContemporariesAlfred Diirr: Contemporary printed Editions, Autographs, CopiesJurgen Eppelsheim: The Instruments
Johann Sebastian Bach's Influence on PosterityGeorg von Dadelsen: His Sons and his PupilsWolfgang Domling: The Bach Tradition of the 19th and 20th Centuries
AppendixBiographical Data T h e  AuthorsBibliography I n d e x Index of Illustrations
This superbly produced and wide-ranging volume will provide every reader interested inJohann Sebastian Bach with a new and stimulating view of his life and work. The mainsection of the book consists of eleven essays by .nine internationally-known authoritieson Bach, which were originally written to accompany the Bach recordings issued by the"Archive Production" (1974-75). Not least because the authors are acknowledged asleading experts in their field, some of them also being collaborators on the New BachEdition, the essays can claim to be scholarly and challenging studies. They are inter-related, forming a lively picture built up from the various elements of Bach's life.

The essays are all carefully illustrated. Apart from a large number of black andwhite reproductions of photographs and contemporary engravings, drawings, manuscriptsand first editions, there are eleven coloured reproductions of paintings which contributematerially to the presentation of the themes discussed.
Design and Layout: Franz Neug
Format 32 x 31.5 cm. 179 pages, 158 black and white and 11 coloured illustrations.Bound in white cloth with silver lettering, with coloured dust-jacket.£21.12 .- / ISBN 3-7618-0589-6
A parallel edition of the book in German has already been published.
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SUPPLIERS OF GRAMOPHONE RECORDSto, UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE & PUBLIC LIBRARIES.ALSO PRIVATE COLLECTORS!

As there now seems to be an ever increasing demand for Jazz, Folk andBlues records, may we take this opportunity of introducing you to a recordmail order service specialising in these fields.
In recent years we have been supplying many libraries up and down thecountry and we have come to realize that our specialised knowledge and areliable service is most welcome.
It now seems that many librarians have found themselves having to dealwith a subject about which they have little first hand knowledge orexperience, and in such a situation 'our service has proved invaluable.However, should you already have a member of your staff who is familiarwith the subject, we feel sure that our advice on the availability of Jazz andBlues records would be useful. As an associate company of Dobells JazzRecord Shops, London (Est. 1946), we are in a position to offer items ..:roma stock devoted exclusively to these subjects and also draw upon their expertknowledge and advice.

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
From issues known to be currently available, a list of recommended items canbe supplied in accordance with your particular requirements, and fundsavailable.
This list contains items of 'major impc;rtence or if preferred may be based onselected recordings by 'major artists'; or compiled to any specification yourequire.
Alternatively, because of the wide varietal in prices, we will be pleased tosupply a Pro-Forma Invoice on request.AGATEC=0 C=1CM pm=cAS

IN ASSOCIATION WITH DOBELLS JAZZ AND BLUES SHOPS75 CHAR ING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, WC2H OAA, ENGLANDTelephone: 01-437 6733
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